Daily precipitation records for 91 years are analyzed to dcterminc the probability of rain tomorrow ( I ) regardless of whether or not it is raining today, (2) givcn the condition that it is raining today, and (3) given the condition that it is not raining today. Considerable short-period \,ariation was found along with a seasonal trend. A curve for seasonal trend was obtained by t h e least squares method.
INTRODUCTION
In this papcr the climat,ological probabilit'y of' precipitation tornorrow for south central Michigan is determined for days in the crop se:tson under three difierent conditions: (1) rainfall occurrence today unknown;
(2) rain today; and (3) no rain today.
The criterion of 0.01 inch was used for tabulat'ing the '[rain" or "no rain" days rtft'er consultation with the FUIII Crops Department at Michigan Stat,e Universit'y. Michigan's problem is more often one of having dry enough weather during hsyrnaking and harvesting thrm of having sufficient moisture t'o break a drought' and it was dcsiretl that any measurable amount be considered R (la?-with rain. Tllis also agrees with the U.S. Weathcr Bureau definition of' a day with rain, so that the probabilities obtained can be used by forecast'ers in determining the climatological chance of having rain the nest (lay.
BASIC DATA
Weather records were begun on the cttrnpus of' Michigan State University in 1864 with R. CI. Kedzie, professor of' chemistry, taking t'he observations. Profcssor Kedzie continued to serve as observer for 38 years, Inilking accurate and consistent' readings. After his cleattll in 1902, various members of the chemistry staff took thc observtltions until 1910, when the Weather Bureau cstahlishrd an office on t'he canlpus and took over the observations. Records for some of the earlier years, namely 1867, 1875, 1892, and 1893, are missing.
Daily rainfall data for 91 years were tabulated 8s ~1 1 0~~1 in table 1 based on rain tornorrow whether or not it was raining today. The solid curve in figure 1 was constructed using the probability data (act'ual values) from table 1 showing ~nany short terrn variat'ions as well as a seasonal trend. Thc dashed smooth curve in figure 1 was determined by thc least squares method, using the formula y=a+bs+c;t: '+dx (1) where y equals the percentage of days with precipitationlfor a particular date and J: equals the number of days from (July 1). Values found for a , b , c , and d are as follows:
'I'hc smoothed values of probability given by equation (1) and used in constructing the curve are given in table 1 (slnoothed values).
~=30.793808, b=-0.147624, ~=0.000354, &0.000019
SIGNIFICANCE TESTS
A test' of significance was now in order to determine whether the day-to-day variations from the smoothed curve were real or due to the restricted size of the sample. T h c observed data and the expected data (actual frequencies, not percentages) were used to make daily Chi-square tests [I] . Then from an addition theorem for Chi-square, the sum of the 183 Chi-squares was found to be 194.36, which is non-signfictmt, with 183 degrees of freedom.' This indicates that t'he samples were drawn from a homogeneous population and that variation between the observed data tmd the constructed curve are probably due to sarrlplirlg variat'ions and not to populat'ion differences. A second test was made to determi~le whether or not the number of consecutive dates with sarrlple values above the average or below the average RS shown by the smooth curve differed in frequency from those which would be expected by sampling varintion.
If it' is assumed tllnt the true population is correctly indicated by the smooth curve, and that approximately one-half of the sample values are above and one-half below the curve values, then 0.5" will give the probability of n consecutive datcs above or n consecutive dtites below the average. Table 2 shows the frequency of occurrence, actual ttnd theoretical (expected), of the corlsecut'ive dates with values above, or below, the computed (smoothed) values. This tahlc and figure 2 show that these two sets of v d u e s agree closely. However, a test of significance w t~s set up using OhiSquare as defined by:
With dwtu from tablc 2, equation ( 3 ) gives x2=1.74.
'The only restriction is the condition that the total nunlher of individuals in the hypothetical distribution 11;~s to tw the same :LS that in the sample distribution. I n the above instance there are five categories and the only restriction is the given total. The number of cases in the first four categories ol the hypothetical distribution is almost unrestricted, and only the number in the last group is fixed b>-t'he given total [2] . Therefore, there are four degrees of frcedonl. The limiting value of ChiSqu:m at t h c 5 percent level with four degrees of freedom is 9.49. T h e v d u e of 1.74 is considerably less than this; The last six categories (table 2) are grouped to increase the size of H5. Also, since the H i tire small, the vdues of t,he absolute discrepancies are reduced by applJ-ing the Yntes correction of 0.5. ' h e n c q~~a t i o r~ (2) becornes: heme the null hypothesis is accepted.
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'I'his indicates also, that there is an absence of well-defined precipit. 'I t ' 1011 singularities during t,he crop setlson in south centrd lower Michigan.
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
The probabilities thus far were based on d l datrs regardless of precipitation or no precipit:rtion on the starting day and can bc used to give climato1ogict:tl expect,ancies on a long-range basis. Howcver, on 11 shortrange basis and as a supplementtry aid to the forecaster, two conditional probabilities were next developed : based on the conditions (1 j rain today, and (2j no rain toda;\-, what is the probabilit'y of rain tornorrow? As in tablr 1, data used in developing these conditional prot)abilities are independent sincc frequencies are computed (under the condition imposed) for occurrence 011 the siimc date in different years and not for consecutive days in any one year.
Since the frequency of occurrence of these happenings varied from date to date the size of the sample also varied and in figures 3 and 4 it was necessary t'o changc frequencies to percentages before developing the curvc. Percentages were also used in developing the curve for figure I , but frequencies could have heen used there. Tablr :3 swnnlarizes t'he results and gives the probability of rain tomorrow under the three following conditions: ( I ) when t'he rainfall occurrence today is unknown, (2) when the condition of' rain today is known, (3) when the condition of no rain today is known. For practical purposes 10-day averages give a close approxinlation of the probabilities involved and table 3 gives such averages for three periods in each month. For example, on M a y 6, should there be no rain, the table shows rain could be expected on the following day about 3 out of 10 years, but should there be rain on May 6, the chance of rain on the following day is about 50-50.
CONCLUSIONS
Probabilities based on a computed curve in which sros o d variation is recognized, but in which day-to-aayvariation is eliminated, are believed verynear the true populati mean when based on samples of size used in this paper. Short period precipitation singularities are not indicated during the crop season in south central lower Michigan. The probability of having rain tomorrow, given the condition that it is raining t'oday, is considerably great'er than if it is not raining today.
